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Cumbrian Stone Ltd was founded in 2006 in order to provide a high-quality
manufacturing service to the natural stone industry. Since its incorporation, the
company has steadily grown each year and is now recognised as one of the leading
natural stone suppliers within the UK. Our sandstone products can be seen on
many high-profile projects worldwide, and we pride ourselves on the service that
we offer to each and every customer we work with.
Our Location and Premises
Cumbrian Stone is based on Gilwilly Industrial Estate in Penrith and is easily accessible from
junction 40 of the M6. Unlike most quarries there’s no need to bring your wellies and we
always encourage our customers to call in and meet our team.
At Cumbrian Stone we appreciate that it can be difficult to envisage how your project will look
and feel from photographs alone, which is why we have invested in a state of the art showroom
where you can see a selection of our finished products ranging from walling stone and window
surrounds through to bespoke carved fire surrounds and features.
Across from our showroom we have our manufacturing facilities. This is where our team slab, cut
and carve each stone that has been ordered by our customers. We pride ourselves in keeping the
entire manufacturing process under one roof, and every day several loads of raw sandstone
blocks are brought in from local quarries; these blocks range from 2-3 tons up to around 10 tons
or more in weight.
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Installing Your Fire Surround
A hand carved, natural stone fire surround can be a stunning showpiece in almost
any setting, however it is important to make sure that your natural stone surround
is correctly fitted to guarantee that each of the stone components is securely fixed
in place. At Cumbrian Stone we don’t install our fire surrounds ourselves as we
would always recommend leaving this to an experienced builder. This brief guide
provides tips and advice for making sure that your new fire surround is fitted
correctly.
Handling Your Natural Stone Fire Surround
When handling your natural stone fire surround
during the installation process, always ensure that
you are aware of the weight of each component
and are confident in being able to safely
manoeuvre each component. We would always
recommend that each component is lifted by two
people working as a team in order to reduce the
risk of injury. The approximate weight of each
stone may be listed on your quotation, and you
can calculate the weight of each stone by
multiplying the length, depth and height of the
stone by 2500KG as follows.
200mm x 150mm x 1000mm =
0.20 x 0.15 x 1.00 x 2500 = 75KG
Depending on the weight of your fire surround
components it may be necessary to use specialist
lifting equipment to safely lift each stone into
place. Your builder should be able to advise you
about any equipment you may need.
When lifting the natural stone components, it is important to protect the exposed edges and
corners of each stone. Whilst natural stone is a very durable and hard-wearing material, it is
possible to chip and break these edges through incorrect handling of the stones. We would
always advise that you avoid applying a concentrated load onto a sharp edge of a stone as this
can cause this edge to break away.
If a stone does become damaged during the installation of your new fire surround it may be
possible to carry out a repair by reworking the edge of the stone. This can be a messy job, so we
would recommend that wherever possible the stone component is returned to us for repair. If
you are unsure as to whether a repair can be carried out, then you can send our team a photo of
the damage so that we can advise you of the options available to you. If it is not possible to
repair a damaged component, then it is possible to order an individual replacement stone for
your new fire surround.
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Mortar and Joint Sizes
Correctly setting the mortar joints when installing your new fire surround can be the difference
between a professional finish or a disappointing end result. We design all of our fire surrounds to
be built with a 5mm joint as this minimises the amount of mortar visible between the stones and
gives a neat finish. Larger joints, such as the 10mm joints used in traditional bricklaying, should
be avoided when installing your fire surround.
Both cement and lime mortars are suitable when fitting your new fire surround, and your builder
should be able to advise on their preferred mortar mix. You may wish to add a mortar dye to the
mortar mix in order to alter its colour so that this compliments your new fire surround; this is
down to personal preference and should not impact on the installation process.
When installing your fire surround it is
important to ensure that the mortar does not
spill out of the joints and onto the visible faces
of your new fire surround as this can cause
staining that is very difficult to remove. If any
mortar does spill onto the visible face of the
stone this must be cleaned off immediately to
minimise the chance of the mortar staining the
stone.
Fixing Details
It is important to make sure that your new fire
surround is securely fixed back to a solid wall or
structure. If your surround is not securely fixed
back, then there is a risk that it could be pulled
away from the wall in the future; this may cause
serious injury due to the weight of the stone
components.
We recommend using L-shaped brackets set into the mortar joints at the top of each jamb and at
the top of the lintel as a minimum when fixing a natural stone fire surround back to the wall.
These L-shaped brackets should be dowelled into the stone components immediately above and
below the bracket in order to ensure that these are securely held in place. The above diagram
illustrates how these fixings can be used to secure your natural stone fire surround.
If you are unsure as to whether your proposed fixings or the wall that you are intending to fit
your fire surround to are suitable then we would always recommend consulting with a structural
engineer in order to make sure that the installation of your natural stone fire surround is
structurally safe and will not lead to any problems in the future.
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The Cuboid

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£345.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£575.00 + VAT
£690.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Cuboid is a simple, contemporary design developed around clean cut lines in order to give a stunning fire
surround that delivers a visual impact thanks to its sharp edges and bold frame. The smooth, hand rubbed faces of
The Cuboid provide a simple yet effective way to showcase the unique character of the chosen natural stone.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £575.00 + VAT (£690.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the standard
size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1120mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1315mm
Mantle Projection
N/A
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm

Not Applicable for this Surround

Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Frame

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£445.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£675.00 + VAT
£810.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Frame is a clean cut, modern design with a continuous sunken band around the opening to add depth to the
surround. This contemporary surround provides an ideal canvas for showcasing the features of your chosen
natural stone.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £675.00 + VAT (£810.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the standard
size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1120mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1315mm
Mantle Projection
N/A
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm

Not Applicable for this Surround

Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Recess

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£450.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£680.00 + VAT
£816.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Recess is a hand rubbed, imposing fire surround incorporating a recessed panel above the fireplace opening
and a simple yet effective mantlepiece. The recessed panel adds depth to this surround whilst allowing the natural
features within your selected stone to remain at the forefront of this surround.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £680.00 + VAT (£816.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the standard
size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1175mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Splay

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£550.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£780.00 + VAT
£936.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Splay is a simple surround with softer edges and a more traditional feel thanks to the hand cut chamfer
around the opening and to the exposed corners of the surround. This design has proven to be very popular thanks
to it looking at home in almost any setting.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £780.00 + VAT (£936.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the standard
size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1175mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Splayed Arch

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£640.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£870.00 + VAT
£1,044.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Splayed Arch is a twist on the traditional chamfered surround, keeping all of the attraction of The Splay whilst
adding a shallow, chamfered arch over the fireplace opening. This arch gives the impression of additional height
within the opening without compromising on space and is a popular option when selecting a fire surround.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £870.00 + VAT (£1,044.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1175mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
865mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
250mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Wave

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£745.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£975.00 + VAT
£1,170.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Wave showcases additional depth and volume thanks to the sweeping curves displayed either side of the
fireplace opening. These curves then compliment the profile of the mantlepiece, resulting in an eye-catching fire
surround that is well suited to any of our natural stones.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £975.00 + VAT (£1,170.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1200mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1525mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
230mm
Jamb Depth
135mm
Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1375mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Farmhouse

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,295.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,525.00 + VAT
£1,830.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Farmhouse is inspired by the traditional surrounds often found in farmhouse kitchens, with the opening
sitting slightly wider and taller than a traditional fire surround. This helps this surround to take centre stage, giving
a bold and imposing appearance in any setting.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,525.00 + VAT (£1,830.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1445mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1500mm
Mantle Projection
325mm
Opening Width
950mm
Opening Height
1040mm
Jamb Width
200mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Depth
250mm
Jamb Height
1040mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Width
1350mm
Lintel Depth
250mm
Lintel Height
295mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Round

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,195.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,425.00 + VAT
£1,710.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Round is a hand finished, traditional surround that frames the fire surround opening with a detailed, rounded
profile. This profile helps to soften the appearance of the surround whilst also giving an eye-catching feature that
highlights the versatility of your selected natural stone.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,425.00 + VAT (£1,710.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1200mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1525mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm
Jamb Width
230mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1375mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Ellipse

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,365.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,595.00 + VAT
£1,914.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Ellipse is a traditional twist on The Round, incorporating a sweeping arch within the fire surround design in
order to further soften the edge around the fireplace opening. In addition to the opening design, a hand cut
chamfer to the external edges gives this surround a detailed and eye-catching profile.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,595.00 + VAT (£1,914.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1180mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm
Jamb Width
200mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
710mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Width
1315mm
Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
385mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Tudor

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,720.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,950.00 + VAT
£2,340.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Tudor is a traditional surround that showcases beautiful, hand carved panels and a hand finished profile
around the fireplace opening. Inspired by traditional Tudor Arches often seen on historic buildings, this surround
boasts a classic architectural appearance that many people have come to expect from a natural stone fireplace.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,950.00 + VAT (£2,340.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1180mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm
Jamb Width
200mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
710mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Width
1315mm
Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
385mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Mayan

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,365.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,595.00 + VAT
£1,914.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The concept for The Mayan fire surround has been inspired by the pointed arches commonly associated with both
Mayan and Aztec architecture. This beautiful design provides a traditional, bold appearance that compliments the
use of natural stone, resulting in a stunning finished surround.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,595.00 + VAT (£1,914.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1200mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1525mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
920mm
Jamb Width
230mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
790mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Width
1375mm
Lintel Depth
150mm
Lintel Height
325mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Corbel

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,265.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,495.00 + VAT
£1,794.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Corbel has been designed to provide additional depth by incorporating an extra wide mantle supported by
two projecting carved corbel supports that form part of the fireplace lintel. This surround is smaller than The
Farmhouse, however The Corbel still retains the traditional appearance associated with this style of surround.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,495.00 + VAT (£1,794.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1175mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1525mm
Mantle Projection
275mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
230mm
Jamb Depth
165mm
Jamb Height
915mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Width
1375mm
Lintel Depth
250mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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The Classic

Natural Stone Fire Surround Price
Natural Stone Hearth Price
Delivery Price

£1,345.00
£160.00
£70.00

Fire Surround Total Price

£1,575.00 + VAT
£1,890.00 Inc. VAT

Rendered
Model

The Classic is the most traditional of all of our fire surrounds, incorporating a projecting band course and detailed,
profiled mantle commonly associated with natural stone fire surrounds. The hand finished faces of The Classic are
ideal for showcasing the natural features of your selected stone, delivering a beautifully finished surround.
How Much Does This Fire Surround Cost?
Prices on this surround start from just £1,575.00 + VAT (£1,890.00 Including VAT). This price is based on the
standard size and design shown on the adjacent page and includes delivery to most addresses within the mainland
UK.
How We Make Your Hand Carved Fire Surround
All of our natural stone fire surrounds are all individually cut from freshly quarried sandstone blocks. These blocks
are carefully cut down into smaller individual units that are checked for any flaws or faults; the best quality blocks
are selected for our fire surrounds, and each block is individually shaped and carved by our skilled masons.
Installing Your New Fire Surround
Care should be taken when fitting your new surround, as the natural stone may become chipped or damaged if
handled incorrectly. We would always recommend that our surrounds are fitted by a competent builder with
experience in working with natural stone.
Availability of Your New Fire Surround
The average lead time on our fire surrounds is between six and eight weeks, however this can be higher during
busy periods, so it is always worth speaking to us to double check our up to date lead time as early as possible.
Each of our natural stone surrounds is hand carved to order and we don’t hold any of our surrounds in stock.
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Elevation Drawings

`

Fire Surround Sizes
Overall Height (Excl. Hearth)
1215mm
Overall Width (Excl. Hearth)
1465mm
Mantle Projection
225mm
Opening Width
915mm
Opening Height
915mm

Mantle Component Drawing

Jamb Width
200mm
Jamb Depth
150mm
Jamb Height
915mm
Lintel Width
1315mm

Lintel Component Drawing

Lintel Depth
170mm
Lintel Height
200mm

Jamb Component Drawing

Standard Hearth Stone

Hearth

If the sizes and details shown don’t quite meet your requirements for your new
natural stone fire surround, please speak to a member of our team to discuss
what you are looking for. As each of our fire surrounds is hand carved to order
it is often possible to tweak these sizes to suit your needs and we are always
happy to provide a quotation on this basis.
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Bespoke Hearth Stones
A natural stone hearth is a great way to compliment your fire surround. All of our
fire surrounds include a standard natural stone hearth made from the same stone
as the fire surround, however if you are looking for a bespoke size/shape hearth or
a stand-alone hearth to suit an existing fire surround in your property we are able
to make these to order in any of our natural stones.
Measuring Your New Hearth
If your new hearth is to fit into an existing opening it is important to make sure you provide us
with accurate measurements for our masons to work to. If the opening is an irregular shape it is
sometimes easier to take a full-sized template of the opening where you would like your hearth
to fit so that our stonemasons can cut your new hearth to be a perfect fit.
The drawing on the next page shows the details we require in order to make a new natural stone
hearth. These sizes may vary depending on the type of fire or stove you are have in your
property, so it is always worth double checking with your stove manufacturer in order to make
sure your new hearth meets the required standards for current building regulations.
Hearth Design Options
There are a number of options when it comes to selecting a finish for your natural stone hearth.
The first of these options is the finish to the exposed edges of the hearth; this can be left square,
rounded or chamfered depending on your preference.

By adding a pencil round or a pencil chamfer, this helps to reduce the likelihood of the exposed
edges chipping should they be knocked after the hearth has been fitted.
Is a Rear Hearth Piece Required?
Depending on the style of fireplace opening you have, you may need your hearth to return back
into this opening for your stove to sit on. This is annotated by the blue dashed line on the
drawing on the adjacent page.
If you do require a rear hearth piece there are two ways your hearth can be produced. As a single
stone cut into a T shape, or as two separate rectangular stones that will have a joint between
them.
Again, this is often down to personal preference. Having your hearth in two pieces is more cost
effective as there is less wasted stone in our production process and this also often makes fitting
your hearth easier, however many people choose to have their hearth made as a single stone
where the joint between two stones would be prominent due to the position of their stove.
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Natural Stone Hearth Sizing Guide

Bespoke Fire Surrounds
At Cumbrian Stone we appreciate that it isn’t always possible to order an “off the
shelf” fire surround. Because each stone we make is cut to order, we are able to
dress and carve each fire surround we produce to meet our customers’ exact sizes
and requirements.
If you do require a bespoke fire surround, please contact our team in order to request an accurate
quotation for your surround. Unlike our standard range bespoke fire surrounds do require us to
create detailed drawings and schedules prior to manufacturing, and it is worth noting that
bespoke surrounds are often more expensive due to the additional design time required. Our
team can discuss these additional costs with you when your initial enquiry is placed, and all of the
costs relating to your bespoke surround will be clearly outlined within your quotation prior to your
order being placed.
If you do require a bespoke fire surround, our designers will need a photo/drawing of the
surround you would like, along with the following sizes in order to provide a quotation:

A – Overall Surround Height
B – Overall Surround Length
C – Overall Surround Depth
D – Maximum Hearth Length
E – Maximum Hearth Depth
F – Maximum Opening Height
G – Maximum Opening Width
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Sealing and Cleaning Your New Fire Surround
Many of our customers choose to seal their natural stone fire surround and hearth
using a stone sealer. These sealers offer limited protection against liquid spills and
dirt and can help your fire surround looking its best. Unfortunately, these sealers
can’t make your new fire surround impervious to dirt, so we’ve put together a few
tips on how to clean and maintain your new surround.
Applying a Stone Sealer
If you choose to apply a stone sealer, we recommend that this is carried out before installation or
as soon after installation as possible. We can apply a stone sealer to your fire surround or hearth
before delivery should you like, and a member of our team can give you a quote for this.
If you choose to apply your own stone sealer we would always advise that you try your sealer on
a small inconspicuous piece of stone first in order to make sure that your sealer doesn’t alter the
appearance of your natural stone fire surround. The sealers we use are virtually invisible once
applied, however some sealers can alter the colour of natural stone, so it is always worth double
checking this prior to application.
If you are applying your own sealer before you install your fire surround, make sure you don’t
seal your surround where the joints/mortar beds are. If you apply sealer to these areas, then the
sealer may prevent the mortar from adhering to the stone components. If you are applying your
own sealer after installation, then please ensure that your fire surround is dry and clean before
application. If your surround is not dry and clean then you may inadvertently trap moisture and
dirt in the stone components, making them much harder to clean afterwards. The below photo
shows the difference between sealed and unsealed sandstone when water is applied.

Cleaning Your New Fire Surround
After a while it is inevitable that your fire surround will need cleaned to keep it looking its best,
and we are often asked the best method for cleaning our natural stone surrounds. We
recommend staying away from cleaning chemicals where possible as these may react with the
natural minerals in the stone and damage your surround. We would advise that there’s often no
substitute for clean, soapy water and a good scrub with a fort sponge or cloth to remove surface
dirt on a regular basis in order to keep your fire surround looking at its best.
If your natural stone fire surround needs a deep clean and a good scrub will not suffice then we
would always recommend speaking to a specialist stone cleaning contractor for their guidance as
they may be able to recommend a suitable cleaning method that will not damage your fire
surround.
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Looking for More?
We appreciate that selecting the correct fire surround for your home is an
important decision that can have a major impact on your finished property, and
we know that it can be difficult to make a decision without seeing the materials
up close. This is why we encourage all of our customers to pay us a visit at our
showroom and production facility in Penrith, Cumbria.

Here you can come and see the full range of natural stones we have available,
along with a selection of different details and profiles that may inspire you to
think a little more “out of the box” when it comes to the finer details of your
project. Our team are always on hand to take a look at your project and offer
ideas and advice on all aspects of natural stone.
Our showroom opening hours are:
Monday – Friday, 8.30am to 5.00pm (Closed Bank Holidays)
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If you would like any further information or assistance with your project,
samples of any of our natural stones or any further guidance relating to the
products and services offered by Cumbrian Stone then you can contact our
team
By Phone: 01768 867867
By Email: sales@cumbrianstone.co.uk
Online: www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
Or by Visiting Our Showroom:
Cumbrian Stone, Montal Place, Gilwilly Industrial Estate,
Penrith, Cumbria, CA11 9FE
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